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Abstract—Electronic consumables in the digital era realises
smart technology to the very core of innovation and challenges
stereotypical livelihood. Within a few years the number of
IoT devices will surpass the population of this world. Data
shared among them is enormous which needs protection on the
network . With such power, the hardware industry, specifically
the Electronic Design Automation tool industrial sector plays
a significant role, by making available the necessary fabricated
chips embedded on the IoT devices. With the emergence of power
analysis for side channel attacks, among various ongoing linear
and differential cryptanalysis, a RTL code needs to be resilient
to all of them prior to fabrication, before it is accepted as a
design in the EDA tool process and delivered at the market as
a viable chip. This work acts as an aid to the ongoing work on
the different testing methods namely Six Sigma, Pearson’s chi-
squared test and Welch’s t-test for tracing leaks in a RTL code
with a conceptual method for testing furthermore.

Index Terms—Side Channel Analysis, Information Leakage,
Power Attack, RTL, Resilience

I. INTRODUCTION

An analytical study of the hardware encryption market as

per the report [1] shows the trends, drivers and projections of

the global market scenario for the secure hardware industry.

Smart cards were the initial targets of hackers [3], and for the

last few decades FPGAs are also beaming goals in todays

cloud computing era, apart from ASICs [7].The Electronic

Design Automation (EDA) tool industry plays a vital role

in building secure viable chip designs. With numerous ac-

knowledgement of attacks ever increasing daily, white hat

hackers use various technology to dodge them ragularly. Many

challenges are heralded and adhered to by patches in numerous

ways, but the trend of new encounters keep on emerging. A

summarized view of the various power side channel attacks [5]

is listed in table I with its methodology, which is informed

upon shortly. The general tradition is through observations

of power traces, analogous to voltage fluctuation measured

while the device under test (DUT) is operating certain en-

cryption/decryption functions.

Assuming hackers to be miser in terms of technical

knowhow costed huge for the market. And so the advance-

ments in cost effective hardwares with ample resources avail-

abile, the hackers were able to easily tamper with not only

hardware configurations but also softcores through firmware.

This lead to expansion in research domain to inculcate secure

by design metrics from the very initial stages of ideating a

chip. Worldwide researchers have acknowledged the signifi-

cance of this initial loophole and have urged the EDA industry

to consider their defacto standard of chip design process [15].

The acceptance will be beneficial to every individual who will

be in the design client side as well as consumer user side.

TABLE I: Power Side Channel Analysis methodology

Attacks Tactics Group

Simple Power Analy-
sis (SPA)

Visual Inspection
of electrical ac-
tivity

Model
Based

Differential Power
Analysis (DPA)

Power Trace
Comparison

Model
Based

Template Attacks
(TA)

Cloned Stencil
Comparison

Profiling

Correlation Power
Analysis (CPA)

Pearson Correla-
tion Coefficient

Model
Based

Mutual Information
Analysis (MIA)

Information The-
ory

Model
Based

Machine Learning
Feature Classifi-
cation

Profiling

A model based and profiling groups, wherein the device’s

power consumption and employed secret key were defined

to classes based on leakage model is depicted in the table

for understanding the background of the presented article. A

brief overview can be refered in the statistical analysis and

tests including difference of means [10], Pearson correlation

coefficient [11], Bayesian classification [12], etc., which were

used for determining secret keys.

In 2004, Brier et al. [11] improved the DPA [2] by locating

different points of a device model, in the work title Correlation

Power Analysis. In the Mutual Information Analysis (MIA),

Bet Gierlichs et al. in 2008 [13], compared all dependencies

between modelled device leakage and observed leakage. MIA

is generic, multivariate by design and uses conditional entropy

as a distinguisher, forwarding the two-dimensional search

space to a multidimensional space in SCA research.

The Test Vector Leakage Assessment (TVLA) is an ap-

proach different than the rest in a way that aids in analyzing

a DUT for leakages, rather than developing attacks to recover

secret key information. Gilbert et al. [14] in 2011 explained

devices running cryptographic algorithms, loaded with coun-

termeasures to known hardware implemented vulnerabilities,

demonstrated leakages by examining traces collected with
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fixed vs. varying data. This work follows Welch’s t-test for

providing confidence level to accept (or reject) a hypothesis

of finding vulnerabilities in the algorithm and intermediate

influencing side channel in a DUT. Another statistical test

for identifying leakages in a device is Pearson’s chi-squared

test, wherein the hypothesis is done on unpaired observations,

unlike Welch’s t-test where traces are averaged for comparison

on class basis.

II. OPPORTUNE TRACTION

Electronic Design Automation (EDA) tool industry for ICs

have focused primarily on the traditional power, performance

and area look out [15]. Nevertheless, secure by design and

hardware composition must also be absorbed noticing the

rise in threats toward hardware security at all levels of the

supply chain management as shown in “Fig. 1”. A security-

driven design method need to be hypothesized and eventually

incorporated into EDA tools, for secure alignment of designs

against the attack vectors often imminent foreseeable advances

in technology.

Fig. 1: Level of a Semiconductor (EDA) Supply Chain Man-

agement.

Using statistical analysis to check a RTL code designed

in a hardware description language is a skill which tests

perseverance. A master database, which provides the best case

and worst case power estimation of the variety of coding

styles, is need of the hour which will be a benchmark for

further comparison and testing. A method is conceptualized

to investigate an RTL code compared with the available

knowledge base of leakages, based on the different data and

corresponding power consumption from the master database

by means of exhaustive investigation. This data base is used

to compare any RTL code of a specific HDL and give an

estimate of leaking potential points in the modelling style.

Further, using feature selection and the classification anal-

ogy of a DNN based machine learning algorithm [8], the data

is collected and trained iteratively until a good enough sorting

is lead automatically to identify quality of a particular RTL

design modelling style and estimate power leakage defects

when synthesized in a compiler to certain accuracy. Deploying

the model is yet another facet wherein the Welch’s t-test assists

to a greater extent. The caveat at this level of testing is to select

the arbitrary points using EDA synthesis tool and observing

the measurements for all data to keep it intact throughout the

iterations. This concept, to the best of our knowledge is not

publicly available for academic and/or industrial use till now

in literature, and can be marketed in open source for further

investigation towards its claims and merit.

III. SIMULATED ENVIRONMENT

An abstract method is identified to embrace at the initial

stage of the EDA tool process in order to assess the viability

of a design as a resilient one against a robust power leakage

technique. The proof of work concept is a progressing research

which will include all of the existing power SCA attacks and

to the best of our knowledge try to imbibe future threats and is

robust against it. A benchmark is being created for the power

estimation of differing coding style for various HDLs currently

available in literature. A model specific test generation will be

suitable to accurately analyze the loopholes in a RTL coding

style, but this would require a better understanding of the

twists and turns of the mixed style of designing architecture.

With time this is also predictable in the near future, till then

one needs to collect data, share it in the open community, train

the particular data set in a model and deploy it, if not taken

the aid of Artificial Intelligence.

The resources used in this method of testing a RTL code

for power leakage can be standardized by the EDA synthesis

and compiler tool. The initial investment will be on making the

master database for various coding style of different Hardware

Description and/or Verification Languages making an estima-

tion for the versatile power scenario, which as mentioned

earlier will be a benchmark, outsource or inbuilt from the

EDA based company. In this work we are not considering the

outsourced IP piracy through third party intermediaries, or any

such adversarial inclusivity while designing the code, though

this concept should be valid for checking the IP trafficking to

a certain extent as well. The technical, business and ethical

diligence of the value of such a methodology is needed

to be further analyzed, since it is created in an academic

environment, and the future economic value is not taken into

consideration.

Power analysis is the task of evaluating the power consump-

tion of an existing design at any level. The system-level power

analysis with its common principles at any level is introduced.

Switching activity based power analysis method is a widely

accepted process. Simulation based methodology or estimation

based methodology falls under this switching activity. It can

be modelled in different levels of detail based on the analysis

flow.

Power analysis is done in three stages: RTL level, gate level

and post layout level. P1 is the RTL power estimator that

calculates power in the initial stage. In this case Switching

Activity Interchange Format (SAIF) file is generated using

power compiler, which is an open ASCII format. It captures

the switching statistics for each node in the design in terms

of static and dynamic attributes that should be state and
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path dependent. State dependent static attributes are useful

for computing state dependant leakage power and computing

dynamic power.

Power analysis based on RTL simulation is displayed in

“Fig. 2. RTL simulation captures the switching activity at the

synthesis invariant points in the design, which includes the

hierarchy boundaries and sequential elements. Capacitance and

power models for wires and gates are taken from the library.

Along with all the constraints, RTL design is synthesized to

gate level. Front SAIF file generated by the Power Compiler is

used in RTL simulation to generate back annotated SAIF file

from simulator. The back annotated SAIF is fed into synthesis

tool (Design Compiler) and synthesizing the design, after

which power P2 can be calculated, as is shown in “Fig. 2’(a).

(a) RTL Power (b) Netlist based Power

Fig. 2: Simulation based power analysis flow.

The gate-level simulation based power analysis flow is

similar, except that no internal activity propagation is required

because activity is captured at the input pins of all the cells

in the gate-level netlist via gate-level simulation. Because this

activity is captured in full detail, it is possible to use the state

and path dependent information in the library models and in

SAIF to perform a more accurate power analysis (P3). The

detailed flow is similar to RTL simulation flow as shown in

“Fig. 2’(b). The complete time-based power profile view of

the chip is calculated using the value change dump (VCD) or

VCD formats, which are generated based on gate-level based

switching activity. Post placement and routing netlist, the wire

capacitances and other parasitics are back annotated from

layout. Primepower provides a detailed analysis of the power

dissipation in a design (P4) and relies on the complete VCD

switching activity format and back annotated parasitic file. It

works on a gate-level netlist with gate-level simulation data

and is targeted to full-chip capacity. Along with the average

power numbers, it also gives the time-based waveforms of

power consumption in different ports of design and allows

designers to locate hot spots in design. The detailed flow is

shown in “Fig. 3’.

Fig. 3: Post Layout Power.

The above details shows an approximately accurate power

estimations which can be further used in the process of

evaluating power metrics and creating a database to refer. A

proposed concept is ideated as shown in “Fig. 4’ detailed in

the next section to thwart the side channel leakage metrics

analogous to the work described in experimentation through

[16], [17] and [18]. This work in progress discuss the merit

of such proposal, which are explored within the EDA industry

and researchers are requesting the authorities to consider these

steps for future designs.

IV. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Side Channel Attacks are one of the vital threats to elec-

tronics hardware and design engineers have to come up with

solutions as to thwart these attacks in the current Digital world.

A single event cannot be attributed to a single cause. Intuitively

a small change on the means can have a significant effect

on extreme. Stages in Business as usual runs amuck– 1) No

commitment to take actions, 2) Intermediate scenario has to

be considered. 3) Aggressive scenario – mitigation strategy

should start immediately to reduce effects, but not yet started

But fundamental change in infrastructure will take several

decades. Assessment report suggests, that as shown in figure

4, using intermittent available resources, RTL resiliency can

be checked

A design engineer needs to check for Vulnerability points

comparing the RTL code with the standard database, as por-

trayed by the economical viable consumer electronics industry.

If adaptation measure is available – consider as secondary
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Fig. 4: Proposed framework for SCA resilient RTL design.

prevention. If absolutely necessary to take steps and adapt,

consider limits and tolerance level Mitigating measure are

primary prevention consideration. Immediate benefits of taking

up measures can be endured citing the economy for industry.

Design engineer also needs to study Fracking energy impacts

benefits - Mitigation focuses on interventions to reduce attacks

or enhance comparative security, whereas adaptation focuses

on interventions to reduce vulnerability to and to increase re-

silience against adverse effects of attack strengths and change

in attacker attributes

V. CONCLUSION

Side channel analysis and attacks have reached certain

maturity level which the EDA tool will accept as a necessity to

be resilient to in future electronic systems. Ensuring uniformity

with the testing and verification development phase of the

industry, the leakage models needs to be robust against any

future threats as well, which needs expertise. Point is whether

the EDA tool and manufacturing industry will accept this

secure composition as a key enabler for complex ICs is yet

to be seen. In this work, a brief review of the state-of-

the-art analysis technique against side channel leakage and

assessment has been discussed and a proof of concept has been

presented for checking vulnerabilities in a designed RTL code.

And the EDA tool process is entreated to identify concepts

likewise for secure composition of countermeasures and for

security metrics.
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